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内 容 摘 要 
 
在新时期的中国话剧史上，高行健是不可忽略的戏剧艺术探索者。从 20 世



















































In the history of contemporary Chinese Drama（since 1980s），Gao Xingjian is 
one of the important explorers who are pursuing for the art of theater. Since the 1980s, 
he has written no less than 15 plays which are full of experimentations. Meanwhile, as 
one of playwrights who highly take dramatic theory into account, he exerts himself to 
discuss important dramatic concepts for attempting various dramatic forms. On the 
whole, there is a close association between his dramatic theory and practice.  
This article tries to illuminate the connotation and characteristics of Gao 
Xingjian’s plays through unscrambling on his plays comprehensively and analyzing 
on their contents thoroughly. My aim is to try to find out the relations between the 
writer’s dramatic theory and his plays by analyzing on plays combined with dramatic 
theory, show the features of “alternative modern theatre” which is constructed by Gao 
Xingjian, and strive to make an estimate of the value and significance of this theatre. 
My argument is that GAO’s plays are an alternative way of explanation of the eternal 
human predicament. By explaining the interpersonal especially sex relations and the 
relationship between one person and himself, Gao’s plays inquire everything 
concerning “ego” profoundly. His works reveal a truth that the forming and resolving 
of the human predicament all depend upon the notion of “ego”, so they enlighten the 
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80 年代前期（80 年代初—1985 年）是高行健评论、研究的第一个阶段，随

























                                                        
① 曲六乙《吸收· 溶化·独创性》，《作品与争鸣》1983 年第 3 期 37 页 
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柯思仁先生的《高行健与跨文化中国戏剧》（ Gao Xingjian and 
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第一章 “不重复自己” 
                              ——固守与变迁 
 







































































女丑   白花花精米摆上祭坛，白毛公鸡一块儿供奉，白狗的热血洒在四
                                                        
①《彼岸》，选自《高行健剧作选》，万之编，明报出版社有限公司 2001 年 1 月初版，第 5 页 
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② 注：此观点同柯思仁博士泾渭同流，Sy Ren Quah，“ Gao Xingjian and Transcultural Chinese Theater” 2004 
University of Hawai‘i Press Honolulu 
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